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The cultural day’s program of Iran started on the eve of the 39th
Islamic Revolution anniversary in the Philippines.
The event was organized by Iran’s mission in Manila and office
of the cultural cooperation for Iranians abroad.
Governmental officials of the Philippines, foreign diplomats,
scholars and the Iranian residents in Manila attended the event.
The day of Imam Khomeini’s return to Iran from exile (Feb 1,
1979) marks the beginning of the Ten-Day Dawn ceremonies
which culminate with the anniversary of the victory of the Islamic
Revolution on February 11, 1979.
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No US License
Needed to Buy Sukhoi
Superjet-100 :Official
he modifications that Sukhoi has made to its
Superjet-100 passenger plane would allow the
Russian aircraft manufacturer to sell the plane
to Iran without the need for a license from the US Treasury’s Office of Foreign Assets Control (OFAC), an Iranian official announced. Speaking to Tasnim News
Agency on Monday, Secretary of the Association of Iranian Airlines Maqsoud Asadi Samani said Sukhoi has
made the latest modifications to Superjet-100 and has
overcome the limitations in sales to Iran, as less than
10 percent of the aircraft’s components are US-made.
Under the US sanctions, manufacturers selling planes
to Iran need a license from the US Treasury’s Office of
Foreign Assets Control (OFAC) if at least 10 percent of
the plane’s components are of American origin.
Elsewhere in his remarks, made on the sidelines of a
product presentation event in Tehran, Asadi Samani said
Sukhoi has held the event as part of efforts to catch up
with Western plane makers for a share in Iran’s market.
The official further described Super-100 as a suitable
option for Iran, considering that many of the country’s
airports remain unused due to lack of regional planes
with fewer than 100 seats. The Russian plane’s price
varies from $20 million to $25 million, depending on its
options, he noted.
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ameh Mosque of Iran’s
northern city of Qazvin,
located in “Dabaghan”
neighborhood is a safe haven
for the believers and an unparalleled treasury of Iranian artistry of the Islamic period.
A thousand-year-old serenity reigns over the beautiful
Iranian mosques that entice
just everyone with their plain
sublimity. A majestic portal in
Qazvin’s Sepah Street welcomes thousands of visitors to
the mosque. Upon entering the
open portal, your eyes meet
the vestibule of the mosque
which is decorated consummately with the art of muqarnas. The geometric tilework
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of the ceiling creates a nexus
of patterns known as Bannai
script. Going past the vestibule, one encounters a lonely
mulberry tree in a large hall.
The blue sky has a peculiar
symmetry with the entrance,
arches and the delicate tilework of the mosque.
Light enters the mosque
through the latticed windows
on the wall of the eastern
Iwan and creates an extraordinary atmosphere. In addition, the ceiling with Shamseh
ornamentation and azure tileworks gives a palatial look to
the building. Two entrances
in the northern and southern
side lead you to the enchant-

Persian miniature is a richly detailed miniature painting which
depicts religious or mythological themes from the region of the Middle East now known as Iran. The art of
miniature painting in Persia flourished
from the 13th through the 16th centuries, and continues to this day, with
several contemporary artists producing
notable Persian miniatures. These delicate, lush paintings are typically visually
stunning, with a level of detail which can
only be achieved with a very fine hand
and an extremely small brush. Persian
miniature is a small painting, whether
a book illustration or a separate work
of art intended to be kept in an album
of such works. The techniques are
broadly comparable to the Western and
Byzantine traditions of miniatures in illuminated manuscripts, which probably
had an influence on the origins of the
Persian tradition. Although there is an
equally well-established Persian tradition of wall painting, the survival rate
and state of preservation of miniatures
is better, and miniatures are much the
best-known form of Persian painting
in the West. Several features about
Persian miniatures stand out. The first
is the size and level of detail; many
of these paintings are quite small, but
they feature rich, complex scenes
which can occupy a viewer for hours.
Classically, a Persian miniature also
features accents in gold and silver leaf,
along with a very vivid array of colors.
The perspective in a Persian miniature
also tends to be very intriguing, with elements overlaid on each other in ways
which sometimes feel awkward to people who are accustomed to the look
and feel of Western art. Originally, Persian miniatures were commissioned as
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ing courtyard of the mosque.
A hexagonal marble fountain
pool and its surrounding gardens full of mulberry and elm
trees invite the visitors with
their fresh and lush appearance to chat under their shadows or simply sit and enjoy
the stillness and peacefulness
of this magnificent edifice.
The two-story southern Iwan
at Jameh Mosque of Qazvin
whose ceiling height is about
14m is more spacious than the
other Iwans. Gonbadkhaneh
(the dome of the mosque together with its lower space) is
located at the back of the Iwan
and is adorned with white and
azure tiles.

book illustrations for Persian illuminated
manuscripts. Many museums of Asian
art have Persian miniatures in their collections, and it is well worth visiting to
see examples of this distinctive art form
in person. Persian miniatures also merit
undivided attention; the longer one
looks at a Persian miniature, the more
details and themes emerge.
The study of a single miniature can take
up an entire day, as more and more details unfold, and many museums conveniently have detailed guides to the
figures and themes in their Persian miniatures so that visitors can learn more
about what they are seeing.
Kamal ud-Din Behzad Herawi, also
known as Kamal al-din Bihzad or Kamaleddin Behzad (c. 1450 – c. 1535)
was a painter of Persian miniatures and
head of the royal ateliers in Herat and
Tabriz during the late Timurid and early
Safavid periods.
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One serving (serving size 5) of this fun and
popular cannoli pastry recipe contains 15
percent vitamin D, and has 295 calories,
12.9g total fat (5.7g saturated fat), 58mg
cholesterol, 147mg sodium, 141mg potassium, 181mg calcium, 33g total carbohydrate (0.8g dietary fiber, 10.9g total sugars), and 11.5g protein.
■ Ingredients:
4 oz (113g) Mascarpone Cheese, 8 oz
(227g) Ricotta Cheese, 1 Cup All-Purpose
Flour, 1/4 Cup White Grape Juice, 1 Egg,
2 Tsp Sugar, 1 Tbsp Vegetable Shortening,
1/3 Cup Powdered Sugar, 1/4 Tsp Cinnamon, 1/4 Tsp Vanilla Extract, 1/8 Tsp Salt,
Semi-Sweet Chocolate Bar, Vegetable Oil.
■ Direction:
■ FIILING:
Combine mascarpone cheese with ricotta
cheese, powdered sugar, and vanilla extract. Mix thoroughly. Cover the container
and keep in refrigerator for 30 minutes.

■ BATTER:
In a large bowl, mix flour with sugar, cinnamon, and a pinch of salt. Stir in white
grape juice and egg yolk. Knead for 5 minutes and set aside for 30 minutes. Roll out
the dough. (1/4 inch thick). Cut out and
roll around a steel cannoli forms. Use the
egg whites to seal the edge. Deep fry in
vegetable oil. Allow to cool down before
handling the cannoli. Melt the semi-sweet
chocolate bar and dip the cannoli to cover
it partially. Allow the chocolate to dry. Fill
the cannoli with the filling.
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A Richly Detailed

Miniature
Rare Picasso
Ceramics on Display

in Copenhagen
o celebrate its 60th anniversary,
Louisiana Museum of Modern
Art, north of Copenhagen, has
on display more than 160 unique ceramic
works from the renowned artist. Picasso
began working with ceramics shortly after
moving to the South of France following
the end of WWII, where he worked at the
Madoura Pottery in Vallauris, euronews.
com wrote. It’s a region where ceramics
have been produced since the Roman
age. The exhibition houses Picasso’s
works on loan from museums in Paris,
Antibes and Barcelona. Even items from
the Picasso family’s private collection
are showcased. Picasso designed 633
different ceramic editions. Every piece
features a stamp or marking, sometimes
even inside the piece itself.
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